JAGUARS PLAYING ACADEMY FAQ’S 2018

1. Can I watch or help out as a coach at the Jaguars Playing Academy?
No, I am afraid there are strictly no spectators allowed and coaches are chosen in advance.

2. Who will be coaching?
There will be a Jaguars or NFL alumni player in each position. The RB, WR and TE coaches will be named
closer to the Academy. These US coaches will be supplemented by the best UK and European coaches,
whom have NFL, NFLE and US college experience, led and chosen by Tony Allen, Camp Director.

3. I am under 18 years old; can I definitely not take part in the Jaguars Playing Academy?
Sadly we have strict Terms and Conditions that we have to adhere to. We apologise for any
disappointment but we hope you will join the Academy once you are at the correct age.

4. I am 36 or above, can I definitely not take part in the Jaguars Playing Academy?
This academy is designed to improve the quality of play for university level and younger American
football players. Also, due to health and safety reasons, we need to limit the age range of participants.
We apologise for any disappointment.

5. There are no more places in the position I play in, what can I do?
You are welcome to purchase a place in another position, however once your position is sold out that is
final.

6. What equipment will I need to bring?
Every player must wear a gum shield during practice or they will not be allowed to participate.
A full equipment list including appropriate footwear and correct, well fitted protective kit will be
provided closer to the time. We will not supply any protective equipment for players.

7. What equipment will I receive?
Two Jaguars branded pairs of shorts, two Jaguars performance shirts and two pairs of socks will be
provided. We are looking into providing a jersey over pads but this is not guaranteed.

8. What accommodation has been arranged for me?
Thursday and Friday night accommodation is included in the price. Every room is an en-suite student
room with a communal eating area.

9. What food will be provided?
Thursday lunch and dinner, Friday breakfast, lunch and dinner, Saturday breakfast and lunch is included
in the price. There are shops on the campus so you can purchase extra food and drink if you need to.
The details of what shops are available and at what time they are open will be provided closer to the
time.

10. If I am flying in on the Wednesday or back on Sunday morning, where can I stay in or near
Brunel University?
You can book an extra night at Brunel student accommodation. The cost and more information about
how to purchase this will be shared closer to the time.

11. Is it contact or non-contact? What equipment do I need to bring?
The Jaguars Playing Academy is a contact camp, so helmets and shoulder pads are required- these will
not be provided so need to be brought by each participant. Gum shields must need to be worn at all
times during training. More information about equipment will be made clear in emails to those who
book their place closer to the time.

12. How do I get to the Jaguars Playing Academy?
The Jaguars Academy is taking place at Brunel University in West London. There are good train and bus
connections to the university. There is also free parking. More information about how to get there and
where to park will be provided to those who book their place closer to the time.

13. Will I be able to get a video of our experience after the Academy?
Yes. When and how to access them will be shared at the Academy.

